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Background 
 
The OMLP project was first initiated in the fall of 2003 in response to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
audit findings.  The first phase of the project was initiated under the State Wildlife Grant T-03-P-001 
agreement and continued in the second, third, and fourth phases under the State Wildlife Grants 
(SWG) T-02-P-001, T-17-P-001, and T-63-P-001 agreements, respectively. The main tasks for those 
phases were to establish procedures and standards for data capture and management into a GIS 
framework, and to create a geospatial database which includes all properties owned, managed, or 
leased by the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR).  First priority was given to sites with 
federal interest, then sites located within the 31 Conservation Opportunity Areas (COAs) as outlined in 
the Illinois Wildlife Action Plan, and finally any remaining state funded sites until all IDNR sites were 
included in the database.   
 
The IDNR is accountable for being able to justify that they have complete management control at each 
of their sites.  This includes knowing what types of outstanding lands rights and interests occur at each 
site. The various types of outstanding land rights include, but are not limited to the following:  
drainage easements, flowage and flood easements, storm and sanitary sewer line easements, utility 
easements, underground pipeline easements, fishing rights, life estates and life leases, mineral 
severances, oils and gas leases, oil wells, rights of ingress and egress, and timber agreements. In order 
justify control and know what level of authority IDNR has at all sites, this project will expand on 
previous work by including, to the best of our ability, any outstanding lands rights that occur at IDNR 
sites with first priority once again given to sites with federal interest.  
 
One of the objectives of this project was using a similar process that was developed as part of the 
Office of Realty and Environmental Planning’s Project Land Map Program; create a digital database 
inventory of any outstanding land rights that occur at each IDNR site.  The Project Land Map Program 
developed at IDNR in the 1970’s was the first attempt to identify and map on paper all parcels 
acquired, as well as any outstanding land rights identified at each site.  Twelve sites were completed 
and 13 sites were partially completed as part of this program but due to the difficult and time 
consuming nature of completing this task, as well as other priorities within the agency, this program 
was abandoned.   This project builds upon the processes developed as part of this program, but will 
create a digital database identifying the various types of any outstanding land rights and interests at 
each IDNR site. Priority of federal interest sites will follow in the same order as was used in prior 
SWG projects, which is the following:  
1) Sites with lands acquired with Pitman-Robertson or Dingell-Johnson funds, 
2) Sites with lands acquired with State Wildlife Grant funds,  
3) Sites with lands acquired with North American Wetlands Conservation Act funds,  
4) Lake development and major construction projects (boat access) with federal participation,  
5) 100% Fish and Wildlife Eligible sites,  
6) Sites with lands purchased, and in some cases restored, with special funds (Pheasant, Habitat, 
Furbearer & Migratory Waterfowl Stamp) funds,  
7) Sites with lands purchased with hunter heritage funds,  
8) IDNR lands with active federal aid projects,  
9) Boating Infrastructure Grant Program (BIG-P) federal funded sites, and  
10) Clean Vessel Act Grant Program federal funded sites.   
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The second objective of this project is to spatially map outstanding land rights identified at IDNR sites 
from Objective 1 into the existing OMLP GIS database, incorporating addition layers as necessary.  
This project expands on previous work by incorporating any outstanding land rights identified at each 
site into the existing OMLP database.  Using the ESRI Parcel Data Model for GIS and Land Records 
reference as a guide, additional layers will be created, in order to properly digitize and portray the 
rights and interest. All layers and attributes previously digitized and entered during prior contract 
periods for a site will be double checked and updated as necessary.   
 
Time and effort will be divided equally between sites with federal assistance for wildlife restoration 
and management (Pittman-Robertson) and fish restoration and management (Dingell-Johnson).  
Identifying and mapping all outstanding land rights at all IDNR sites may be a very large task, 
including many unknowns.  Due to this uncertainty, IDNR will prioritize which outstanding land rights 
and interests are most relevant to the federal nexuses associated with parcels. Mapping of outstanding 
interests will follow this prioritization.  The data will be made available to internal IDNR users as an 
ArcSDE geodatabase to be used in GIS applications.  Customized user interfaces or applications will 
also be developed to facilitate access to the data by others.  It is IDNR’s responsibility to provide 
IDNR and other relevant staff (USFWS, NGO’s, etc.) access to the database via a web-based or other 
existing application.   
Procedures and Results 
 
Shabbona Lake, was chosen as the test site to develop and implement a methodology for the scanning 
of paper records for the project because it is a federal aid site acquired with PR funds and has a 
completed Project Land Map identifying outstanding land rights.   
 
DocuWare is state-of-the-art document management software which allows users to electronically 
manage, store and share documents, regardless of format. This software is the state mandated software 
used in Illinois and version 5.x, which is the latest version was tested for use on this project. A six 
month no-cost extension was submitted and approved with a new contract end date of December 31, 
2012 as things were taking longer than expected, due to delays with CMS in set up and providing 
access to the Citrix server as well as storage, permissions, field’s setup, and instruction on how to use 
Docuware 5.x, which is the computer software program that can be used to scan and /or import all the 
paper documents.  It was also taking a long time to scan the Owner’s Policy documents and any 
documents identified in Schedule B for a test site from the IDNR files, as there were multiple copies in 
the paper files and some were highly degraded due to multiple generations of copies being made over 
time. In order to obtain the best scanned copy of documents and to hopefully speed up the scanning 
time for each site, it was decided that all Owner’s Policy documents would be scanned from the 
original recorded copies which are located in the Illinois State Archive’s.  Since the documents cannot 
be removed from the Archives, the paper files will be scanned and saved as PDF’s and will be 
imported into Docuware 5.x at a later date, once CMS has finalized the storage, permissions, field’s 
setup and problems with INHS access via the Citrix server have been resolved.    
 
A geodatabase table was developed in the current OMLP database to record outstanding land rights 
information. This database structure is very similar to the information collected and recorded as part of 
the Project Land Map Program back in the 1970’s; however, it is collected and entered in a digital 
database and not on paper. Table 1 lists the field names and definitions in the outstanding land rights 
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geodatabase table.  Table 2 and Table 3 list the codes and descriptions for the OLR_source and 
OLR_type domains, respectively, which are used in the outstanding land rights geodatabase table.   
 
Information entered into this table is obtained from Schedule B of the Owner’s Policy or Title 
Commitment documents or Abstracts of Title which have been copied/scanned from the Illinois State 
Archive’s or the IDNR files. This table can be linked with the GIS layer containing individual parcel 
information.  The master OMLP database was also migrated from INHS offices in Champaign to the 
IDNR building in Springfield.  The OMLP database is currently set up in ArcSDE on the DNR 
network with INHS staff having access via Citrix server connection.   
 
Table 1. Field names and definitions in the outstanding land right geodatabase table 
Field Name Definition  
 
OMLP_PRIMARY_KEY 
 
A unique ID for each parcel which is calculated in ArcMap once 
all the parcels at a site have been digitized.  
 
OMLP_PARCEL_ID An ID which correlates to the way parcels are numbered and 
filed in the IDNR Office of Realty and Environmental Planning 
(OREP) paper records. 
 
TITLE_INSURANCE Indicates if the site has title insurance. This is either Yes or No. 
 
TITLE_INSURANCE_TYPE Indicates the type of title insurance on the parcel.  This is either 
Title Commitment or Owner’s Policy 
 
TITLE_NUMBER The title policy number as found in Schedule A of the Owner’s 
Policy or Title Commitment document. 
  
TITLE_DATE The issue date of the Owners Policy or Title Commitment listed 
in Schedule A. 
 
OLR Indicates if there are any outstanding land rights identified in 
Schedule B of the Owner’s Policy or Title Commitments 
 
OLR_TYPE Indicates the type of outstanding land right (OLR), if any, on the 
parcel 
 
OLR_BOOK The book or volume number, listed in Schedule B, of where the 
outstanding land right information for a certain parcel was 
recorded in the county recorder’s office.   
 
OLR_PAGE The page number, listed in Schedule B, of where the outstanding 
land right information for a certain parcel was recorded in the 
county recorder’s office.   
 
OLR_DOCUMENT_NO The document number, if any and listed in Schedule B, of where 
the outstanding land right information for a certain parcel was 
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Field Name Definition  
recorded in the county recorder’s office.   
 
OLR_RECORDED_DATE The date of the document, listed in Schedule B, where the 
outstanding land right was recorded in the county recorder’s 
office. 
 
OLR_COMMENTS A brief description of the outstanding land right identified for 
the parcel. 
 
OLR_HAVE_DOCUMENT Indicates if we currently have a scanned copy of the document 
which outlines the outstanding land right. 
 
OLR_SOURCE Indicates the data source of where the outstanding land rights 
information was obtained 
 
CASE_NUMBER The case number of where the original recorded information for 
the parcel can be found at the Illinois State Archives 
 
FILE_NUMBER The file number of where the original recorded information for 
the parcel can be found at the Illinois State Archives 
 
ACCESSION_NUMBER The accession number of where the original recorded 
information for the parcel can be found at the Illinois State 
Archives 
 
 
Table 2. OLR_source domain which identifies the data source where the outstanding land right 
information was obtained 
Code Description 
OP Owner’s Policy 
 
AT Abstract of Title 
 
CR County Recorder’s Office 
 
UC Utility Company 
 
PC Pipeline Company 
 
SS Site Superintendent 
 
D Deed 
 
IDNR MM IDNR Office of Mines and Minerals 
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Table 3. OLR_type domain which indicates the type of outstanding land right(s) occurring on a parcel of 
land.  This information is identified in Schedule B of the Owner’s Policy or in the Abstract of Title. 
Code Description 
UPE Underground pipeline easements 
 
UTLE Utility transmission line easements 
 
UDLE Utility distribution line easements 
 
MS Mineral Severances 
 
C Coal 
 
OGL Oil and gas leases 
 
OW Oil Wells 
 
IE Rights of Ingress/Egress 
 
LE Life Estate 
 
R Roads 
 
DE Drainage Easements 
 
FR Fishing Rights 
 
FE Flowage and Flood Easements 
 
RT Right to tile 
 
RW Right to use wells 
 
SLE Storm and sanitary sewer line easements 
 
TA Timber Agreements 
 
LEV Levee Agreements 
 
 
A methodology to standardize all scanning and naming conventions of paper documents has been 
tested and finalized.  Instructions outlining scanning methodology, resolution, file format, data folder 
structure, name conventions, etc. can be found in Appendix A.  
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All deeds and Owner’s Policy documents have been scanned and items listed in Schedule B have been 
entered into the geodatabase table for 4 federal interest sites (Shabbona Lake, its Satellite site Steward 
PHA, Campbell Pond, and Green River). Copying and scanning of the Owner’s Policy documents for 
the largest Federal Aid site, Kaskaskia River (aka Baldwin Lake) has been completed and the site is 
now being digitized as well as entering any outstanding land rights listed in Schedule B into a 
geodatabase table.  The computer at IDNR, which was being used for the project and what INHS staff 
have access to via a Citrix connection, crashed in August 2012. Until IDNR staff can get a new 
computer set up with DocuWare installed and INHS access granted again, the entering of outstanding 
land rights listed in Schedule B into the geodatabase table and importing of documents into DocuWare 
have been put on hold.  In the meantime, INHS staff is continuing the scanning of deeds and Owner’s 
Policy documents from the Illinois State Archive’s and 24 additional sites has also been completed.  A 
complete tracking status of all IDNR sites can be found in Appendix B.  
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Appendix A:  Scanning Instructions for OMLP Documents  
 
EPSON WorkForce Pro GT-S50 document image scanners attached to laptop computers are used to 
scan the necessary documents for the project. The GT-S50 is a compact, desktop scanner that is small 
enough to fit on a desktop to use as a personal sheet fed document scanner, yet heavy-duty enough—
with a 75-page automatic document feeder (ADF)—to handle all of the scanning in a typical small 
office or workgroup.  Setup of the scanner is very simple, just set the scanner in place, open the top 
cover (which turns into the input tray), extend the output tray at the bottom front, install the Epson scan 
utility software, and plug in a USB cable and power cord. 
 
In addition to the drivers and the Epson scan utility, Epson includes an assortment of programs 
appropriate for a document scanner—Abbyy FineReader 6.0 Sprint Plus for optical character 
recognition, Nuance ScanSoft PaperPort Special Edition for document management, and NewSoft 
Presto! BizCard 5 SE for business cards.  
 
Additional software that is necessary for use on the project is Adobe Acrobat Professional. You will 
need this full version of Adobe Acrobat, not just Adobe Reader, as edits to the original scanned 
documents such as cropping, optical character recognition, and redacting, are necessary to finalize the 
scanned PDF documents.   
 
Once everything is setup and installed open the Epson Scan Utility.   
 
NOTE:  This utility will not open unless the scanner is connected to a computer and the scanner is 
turned on.   
 
Steps for Scanning a Single-Sided Document   
 
Under Source Settings, make sure that the Document Source is set to Single-Sided, the Size is set to 
Auto and the Resolution is set to 300 dpi.  Under Image Adjustments, set the Brightness is to -10 and 
the Contrast to 0.  Also make sure that only the Unsharp Mask, Text Enhancement, and Remove Punch 
Holes are checked (Figure 1).  These settings were tested on numerous types of paper documents and 
seem to work the best for most, but can be adjusted as necessary.       
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Figure 1. Scan settings for single-sided document 
 
Next click the Scan button to open the File Save Settings box to set the location and format of the 
scanned file (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Default file save settings 
 
Under Location select the Other radio button and then click Browse to navigate to the folder location 
where the scanned documents will be saved.  All scanned documents are to be saved on either the 
external hard drive bought for the project or saved in a folder on the laptop and then copied to the 
external hard drive as soon as possible after scanning. A backup of all documents scanned for the 
project is also saved on INHS servers in Champaign.  
 
All scanned files are stored in the OMLP_Project\Scanned_Documents folder and are stored by 
individual site using the following naming convention for consistency: Cost Center Code-Site Name 
(i.e. 1971-Turkey_Bluffs, 1431_Des_Plaines, 1441-Horseshoe_Lake-Alexander, etc.).  Create a new 
folder or select the appropriate folder and then click OK (Figure 3).   
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Figure 3. Folder location for scanned documents 
 
Under File Name, select Edit to change the Prefix of the file name of the scanned document (Figure 
4).   Each file should be named using the following naming convention for consistency: 
OREP_Parcel_ID_Document Type_Additional descriptor if necessary.  Examples of various 
documents to scan include the following: 
 
• Warranty, Executor, Trustee or other Deeds - OREP_Parcel_ID_Deed (i.e 197-1_Deed) 
• Court Order (Includes Order Vesting Title, Judgement Order, Order, etc.) - 
OREP_Parcel_ID_JudgementOrder (i.e.  488-42_JudgementOrder) 
• Quit-Claim Deed (may also be in addition to Warranty Deed) - OREP_Parcel_ID_QCD (i.e. 
488-31_QCD or 488-20_QCD1 and 488-20_QCD2 if more than one QCD) 
• IBA Quit-Claim Deed -  OREP_Parcel_ID_QCD_IBA (i.e. 488-21_QCD_IBA or 488-
20_QCD_IBA1 and 488-20_QCD_IBA2 if more than one IBA document) 
• Assignment Policy (IBA parcels only) - OREP_Parcel_ID_AssignmentPolicy (i.e. 488-
24_AssignmentPolicy) 
• Easements - OREP_Parcel_ID_Easement or Type of Easement (i.e.  
143-BANKONE_ConservationEasement) 
• Owner’s Policy - OREP_Parcel_ID_OwnersPolicy (i.e. 197-1_OwnersPolicy) 
• Abstracts of Title - OREP_Parcel_ID_Abstract of Title (if more than one per parcel, then also 
include either TRS, County, or other unique description like Part I, Part II, etc) (i.e. 301-
FISHER_AbstractofTitle, 301-CARLSON_AbstractofTitle_FultonCounty, 
301_AbstractofTitle_PartI_Sec29-30-31-32_FultonCounty) 
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• Outstanding Land Rights Documents listed in Schedule B or from Abstracts of Title - 
OREP_Parcel_ID_OLR_ Schedule B then Item Number or Abstract of Title then Description 
of OLR Type (i.e. 170-NORTHERN_TRUST_ScheduleB_Item4, 170-
CONTINENTAL_OLR_Abstract_IllinoisBellTelephoneCo,) 
 
Make sure the use counter number is checked and then click OK.  Using the default numbers are fine 
as items which have a number at the end will indicate the original scanned documents.  Then once the 
PDF documents are cropped (i.e. Owner’s Policy), marks removed, and text recognition run the 
numbers will be replaced with either a F, I, or P to indicate that the document is either Final, 
Incomplete, or Preliminary.   
 
 
Figure 4. File name settings with example prefix name for a Deed 
 
Under Image Type, change the type from the default JPEG (*.jpg) to PDF (*.pdf). (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. File save settings with PDF as image type 
 
Uncheck the Show Add Page dialog after scanning, since you will be scanning the entire document and 
then click OK (Figure 6).  Then click Scan to scan the document. 
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Figure 6. File save settings with some checkboxes unchecked 
 
 
Steps for Scanning a Double-Sided Document   
 
Under Source Settings, make sure that the Document Source is set to Double-Sided, the Size is set to 
Auto and the Resolution is set to 300 dpi.  Under Image Adjustments, set the Brightness is to -10 and 
the Contrast to 0.  Also make sure that only the Unsharp Mask, Text Enhancement, and Remove Punch 
Holes are checked (Figure 7).  These settings were tested on numerous types of paper documents and 
seem to work the best for most, but can be adjusted as necessary.       
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Figure 7. Scan settings for double-sided document 
 
If you are scanning an Owner’s Policy document you will first need to create and save custom sizes for 
a letter size and legal size Owner’s Policy as the Auto size will not work and you will get an error 
when scanning.  This also applies if you scan any other documents that are longer in size than that of 
legal size documents. 
 
Under Source Settings -- Size select the Edit button to create custom sizes for the letter and legal sized 
Owner’s Policy documents (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. User defined source size 
Under Source Size Name enter “double 8.5 x 11” or “8.5 x 22”, whichever will make you remember 
this type of document.  Enter 8.50 next to Width: and 22 next to Height. Then click Save to save this 
custom size under the Source Size (Figure 9). 
 
 
Figure 9.  Saved user defined settings for letter sized Owner's Policy 
 
Under Source Size Name enter “double 8.5 x 14” or “8.5 x 28”, whichever will make you remember 
this type of document.  Enter 8.50 next to Width: and 28 next to Height. Then click Save to also save 
this custom size under the Source Size, then click OK (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Saved user defined settings for legal sized Owner's Policy 
 
Then make sure to change the Size under the Source Settings to one of the saved sizes if you are 
scanning an Owner’s Policy (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Scan settings for double-sided letter sized Owner's Policy document 
 
Next click the Scan button to open the File Save Settings box to set the location and format of the 
scanned file (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12. File save settings from the previous scan 
 
If the current Location is not correct, select the Other radio button and then click Browse to navigate to 
the correct folder location where the scanned documents will be saved.  All scanned documents are to 
be saved on either the external hard drive bought for the project or saved in a folder on the laptop and 
then copied to the external hard drive as soon as possible after scanning.  A backup of all documents 
scanned for the project is also saved on INHS servers in Champaign.  
 
All scanned files are stored in the OMLP_Project\Scanned_Documents folder and are stored by 
individual site using the following naming convention for consistency: Cost Center Code-Site Name 
(i.e. 1971-Turkey_Bluffs, 1431_Des_Plaines, 1441-Horseshoe_Lake-Alexander, etc.).  Create a new 
folder or select the appropriate folder and then click OK (Figure 13).   
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Figure 13. Folder location for scanned documents 
 
Under File Name, select Edit to change the Prefix of the file name of the scanned document (Figure 
14).   Each file should be named using the following naming convention for consistency: 
OREP_Parcel_ID_Document Type_Additional descriptor if necessary.  Examples of various 
documents to scan include the following: 
 
• Warranty, Executor, Trustee or other Deeds - OREP_Parcel_ID_Deed (i.e 197-1_Deed) 
• Court Order (Includes Order Vesting Title, Judgement Order, Order) - 
OREP_Parcel_ID_JudgementOrder (i.e.  488-42_JudgementOrder) 
• Quit-Claim Deed in addition to Warranty Deed - OREP_Parcel_ID_QCD (i.e. 488-31_QCD or 
488-20_QCD1 and 488-20_QCD2 if more than one QCD) 
• IBA Quit-Claim Deed -  OREP_Parcel_ID_QCD_IBA (i.e. 488-21_QCD_IBA or 488-
20_QCD_IBA1 and 488-20_QCD_IBA2 if more than one IBA document) 
• Assignment Policy (IBA parcels only) - OREP_Parcel_ID_AssignmentPolicy (i.e. 488-
24_AssignmentPolicy) 
• Easements - OREP_Parcel_ID_Easement or Type of Easement (i.e.  
143-BANKONE_ConservationEasement) 
• Owner’s Policy - OREP_Parcel_ID_OwnersPolicy (i.e. 197-1_OwnersPolicy) 
• Abstract’s of Title - OREP_Parcel_ID_Abstract of Title (if more than one per parcel, then also 
include either TRS, County, or other unique description like Part I, Part II, etc) (i.e. 301-
FISHER_AbstractofTitle, 301-CARLSON_AbstractofTitle_FultonCounty, 
301_AbstractofTitle_PartI_Sec29-30-31-32_FultonCounty) 
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• Outstanding Land Rights Documents listed in Schedule B or from Abstracts of Title - 
OREP_Parcel_ID_OLR_ Schedule B then Item Number or Abstract of Title then Description 
of OLR Type (i.e. 170-NORTHERN_TRUST_ScheduleB_Item4, 170-
CONTINENTAL_OLR_Abstract_IllinoisBellTelephoneCo,) 
 
Make sure the use counter number is checked and then click OK.  Using the default numbers are fine 
as items which have a number at the end will indicate the original scanned documents.  Then once the 
PDF documents are cropped (i.e. Owner’s Policy), marks removed, and text recognition run the 
numbers will be replaced with either a F, I, or P to indicate that the document is Final, Incomplete, or 
Preliminary.   
 
 
Figure 14. File name settings with example prefix name for an Owner’s Policy 
 
Make sure PDF (*.pdf) is selected under Image Format – Type (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. File save settings from the previous scan 
 
If scanning an Owner’s Policy document, make sure to check the “Show Add Page dialog after 
scanning” and then click OK to scan document.  You will then need to feed the doubled-sided Owner’s 
Policy through the scanner twice, as this will allow the easiest way to edit the final PDF using Adobe 
Acrobat Professional, which is to crop each page so that there is one page for each of the four pages 
that make up the front and back cover pages (Figure 16).   
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Figure 16. File save settings with “Show Add Page dialog after scanning” checked 
 
 
Once you have finished scanning the Owner’s Policy document twice the add page confirmation box 
will appear.  Click the Add Page button to add the Schedule A and Schedule B documents to the same 
document. These should be single or double-sided documents that are letter or legal sized (Figure 17).    
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Figure 17. Add Page Confirmation box 
 
Change the Document Source and/or Size as necessary and then click Scan again to add pages to the 
same document (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18. Scan settings for single-sided document which will be added the same document 
 
Once all the documents are scanned, or immediately after scanning each document, open each file 
using Adobe Acrobat Professional.  Each document will need to be cropped (i.e. Owner’s Policy), 
marks removed, and text recognition run.  Once this is complete the file with numbers will be renamed 
with either a F, I or P at the end to indicate that the document is Final, Incomplete, or Preliminary and 
the original scanned document will be saved, but moved to a VOID folder. 
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Editing Documents using Adobe Acrobat Professional 
 
Open a file in Adobe Acrobat Professional. Version X (10.1.6) is being used for this project, so screen 
captures and tools may look different or be located in different locations if using an older version.   
 
It will be useful to add the necessary tools used for this project to the Quick Tools at the top of the 
Adobe Acrobat Pro window as they will be used over and over again for the project. Start by clicking 
on Tools, then Pages. Then right click on Crop and select add to Quick Tools.  Repeat this for Aa In 
This File and Aa In Multiple Files, which are located under Recognize Text and Mark for Redaction, 
Apply Redactions, and Redaction Properties, which are located under Protection (Figure 19).  
 
 
Figure 19. Adding various tool to Quick Tools menu in Adobe Acrobat Professional 
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NOTE: You can also customize the order of the Quick Tools added by right clicking somewhere at the 
top of the page and selecting Quick Tools.  Then select the appropriate tool and move it up or down to 
your preferred location (Figure 20). 
 
 
Figure 20. Customize Quick Tools to Show 
 
Click on Tools again to close the tools available within Adobe Acrobat Professional.   
 
Editing a Warranty Deed Document  
 
Open a file in Adobe Acrobat Professional if one is not already open. Click on the Aa icon to recognize 
text in this file. Then click OK (Figure 21). 
 
NOTE:  If the cropped or scanned document is upside down, then most of the time running optical 
character recognition (OCR) will rotate the document automatically.  If not, then after running the 
OCR text recognition, rotate the necessary pages using the rotate tool.  
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Figure 21.  Running the recognize text tool in this file 
 
Next, the staple marks in the upper left hand corner of each page of the document will need to be 
removed to clean up the document.  Start by clicking on the View Redaction Tool properties and 
changing the Redacted Area Fill Color to No Color.  You can also change the outline and fill color of 
the Redaction Mark Appearance to whatever color you want and it will show up that color on the 
document when using this tool. This only needs to be done the first time or if the document color 
changes.  Then click OK (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22. Redaction Tool Properties showing No Color for the Redacted Area Fill color 
 
Click on the Mark content for permanent removal tool and draw a box around the area you would like 
to be removed (Figure 23). 
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Figure 23. Mark for redaction box in red drawn over the staple marks to be removed 
 
Next click the permanently remove content tool then click OK (Figure 24). 
 
NOTE: This action cannot be undone, so make sure you have made a copy of the file or if it doesn’t 
remove what you wanted, close the document, not saving the changes and then start over.  
Additionally, marking and removing content one page at a time in can minimize the occurrence of 
errors.   
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Figure 24. Removing content reminder box 
Repeat this for each page until the entire document is cleaned up.  Once the entire document has been 
cleaned up it needs to be saved again with F, I, or P at the end to indicate that the file is Final, 
Incomplete, or Preliminary. Incomplete and Preliminary are used when only an incomplete copy or 
severly degraded version of the necessary document exists in the IDNR files as time may not permit to 
gather all complete documents from the County Recorder’s office. A new file will be saved and the 
original scanned file will be moved to a VOID folder. This is so a user can go back to the original 
scanned file if errors occur when saving the cropped and editing file. 
 
Click File --- Save As --PDF (or Shift+Ctrl+S) and navigate to the appropriate site folder if necessary 
(Figure 25).   
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Figure 25. Location of saved file. 
 
Remove the number and the word Redacted and replace with F.  Then click Save (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26. Final redacted version of Warranty Deed for parcel 152-1 at Green River. 
 
Editing an Owner’s Policy Document  
 
Open a file in Adobe Acrobat Professional and click on the Fit one full page to window icon (Figure 
27).  
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Figure 27. Owner's Policy document fit to one page 
 
Click on the “Click and select area then double click to crop” icon and draw a box around the area you 
would like to crop.  Start by cropping the title page of the Owner’s Policy which should be the bottom 
half of the first page (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28. Box drawn around the area to be cropped 
 
Once the box is drawn hit enter or you can double click the mouse to crop.  This brings up the Set Page 
Boxes window which allows the user to change the margin controls if necessary.   
 
Change Top: 10.856 in to 11 in since this is a letter size document and click OK (Figure 29). 
 
NOTE: If scanning a legal size Owner’s Policy this number will be changed to 14. 
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Figure 29. Set Page Boxes window where you can modify the crop margins if necessary. 
 
The first page of the document is now cropped and should contain the title page of the Owners Policy 
(Figure 30). 
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Figure 30. Cropped first page of an Owner's Policy document 
 
Repeat this same cropping process for the second page of the Owner’s Policy document (Figure 31).  
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Figure 31. Cropped second page of an Owner's Policy document 
 
For the third page of the Owner’s Policy document you will need to crop the top half of the page 
instead of the bottom half of the page.  Draw a box around the area you want to crop and then hit enter 
or you can double click the mouse.  This will bring up the Set Page Boxes window which allows the 
user to change the margin controls if necessary.   
 
Change Bottom: 11.039 in to 11 in since this is a letter size document and click OK (Figure 32).  
 
NOTE: If scanning a legal size Owner’s Policy this number will be changed to 14. 
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Figure 32. Set Page Boxes window where you can modify the crop margins if necessary. 
 
The third page of the document is now cropped and should contain the continuation page of Conditions 
and Stipulations of the Owners Policy (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33. Cropped third page of an Owner's Policy document 
 
Repeat this same cropping process for the fourth page of the Owner’s Policy document (Figure 34).  
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Figure 34. Cropped fourth page of an Owner's Policy document 
 
Once all pages are cropped they will need to be reordered, as they are out of sequence.  The third and 
fourth pages of the documents should be moved to the end after the Schedule A and Schedule B pages.   
 
Click on the Page Thumbnails icon on the left hand side (Figure 35). 
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Figure 35. Owner's Policy document showing page thumbnails 
 
For this Owner’s Policy document page 3 needs to be moved to the end, or last page and page 4 needs 
to be moved to the second to last page, or page 5. To move pages click on a page of interest and then 
drag page to proper location (Figure 36).  
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Figure 36. Owner's Policy document with thumbnails showing pages in the correct order 
 
Next, click on the Aa icon to recognize text in this file. Then click OK (Figure 37). 
 
NOTE:  If the cropped or scanned document is upside down, then most of the time running optical 
character recognition (OCR) will rotate the document automatically.  If not, then after running the 
OCR text recognition, rotate the necessary pages using the rotate tool.  
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Figure 37. Running the Recognize Text tool in this file 
 
Click the arrow next to the Page Thumbnails to collapse the thumbnails and then remove marks from 
all pages if necessary.  The black marks need to be removed from the left side and bottom of the 
Owner’s Policy title page.  
 
Start by clicking on the View Redaction Tool properties and changing the Redacted Area Fill Color to 
No Color.  You can also change the outline and fill color of the Redaction Mark Appearance to 
whatever color you want and it will show up that color on the document when using this tool. This 
only needs to be done the first time or if the document color changes.  Then click OK (Figure 38). 
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Figure 38. Redaction Tool Properties showing No Color for the Redacted Area Fill color 
 
Click on the Mark content for permanent removal tool and draw a box around the area you would like 
to be removed (Figure 39). 
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Figure 39. Mark for redaction box in red drawn over black areas on left and bottom to be removed 
 
Next click the permanently remove content tool then click OK (Figure 40). 
 
NOTE: This action cannot be undone, so make sure you have made a copy of the file or if it doesn’t 
remove what you wanted, close the document, not saving the changes, and then start over.  
Additionally, marking and removing content one page at a time in can minimize the occurrence of 
errors.   
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Figure 40. Removing content reminder box 
 
Repeat this for each page until the entire document is cleaned up.  Once the entire document has been 
cleaned up it needs to be saved again with F, I, or P at the end to indicate that the file is Final, 
Incomplete, or Preliminary. Incomplete and Preliminary are used when only an incomplete copy or 
severely degraded version of the necessary document exists in the IDNR files as time may not permit 
to gather all complete documents from the County Recorder’s office. A new file will be saved and the 
original scanned file will be moved to a VOID folder. This is so a user can go back to the original 
scanned file if errors occur when saving the cropped and editing file. 
 
Click File --- Save As --PDF (or Shift+Ctrl+S) and navigate to the appropriate site folder if necessary 
(Figure 41).   
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Figure 41. Location of saved file. 
 
Remove the number and the word Redacted and replace with F.  Then click Save (Figure 42). 
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Figure 42. Final redacted version of Owner’s Policy for parcel 152-1 at Green River. 
 
Finally, create a VOID folder within each site folder (i.e. 
OMLP_SWG_Project\Scanned_Documents\1521-Green_River\VOID).  Once the F, I, or P version of 
documents for each parcel is completed, drag the original scanned file (i.e. 152-1_Deed_279.pdf, 152-
1_OwnersPolicy_F.pdf) to the VOID folder.  When all documents within a site are edited all files will 
have either a F, I, or P at the end of the file name (Figure 43).   
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Figure 43. Final scanned PDF files for Green River 
 
If all necessary Deeds, Owner’s Policy’s or Abstracts of Title, and Schedule B items are obtained and 
scanned a site is considered complete.  To indicate all necessary files have been scanned for a site, 
rename the site name folder and add F at the end.  (i.e. 4882_Steward_F).  This will indicate that the 
scanning of documents for a site is complete and they are ready to be imported into DocuWare (Figure 
44). 
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Figure 44. Site folders containing scanned documents.  Steward contains an F at the end, which indicated 
all necessary documents have been scanned and edited and it is ready to import into DocuWare
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Appendix B: Tracking Status of IDNR Sites as of December 31, 2012 
 
# Site Name 
Deed and 
Owner’s 
Policy or 
Abstracts of 
Title 
Scanned 
OLR 
Entered into 
Geodatabase 
Table 
Documents  
Listed in 
Schedule B 
Obtained 
and 
Scanned 
Scanned 
Documents 
Uploaded 
and 
Entered 
into 
DocuWare  
Leases and/ 
or Licenses 
Obtained 
and  
Scanned 
OLR 
Identified in 
Schedule B 
Digitized 
1 Adeline Jay Geo-Karis Illinois Beach A B       
2 Alorton Heron Rookery E       
3 Alvah Borah A       
4 Anderson Lake 1 4 7 8 X      
5 Annbriar Karst G       
6 Apple River Canyon G       
7 Argyle Lake 9       
8 Ayers Sand Prairie A        
9 Banner Marsh 8 9       
10 Barton-Sommer Woodland G       
11 Beall Woods A       
12 Beaver Dam 1 X      
13 Benton Mine Rescue Station G       
14 Berryville Shale Glade G       
15 Big Bend 2 4       
16 Big Grand Pierre Glade A         
17 Big River 9       
18 Birkbeck 3        
19 Black Crown Marsh D       
20 Bradford 3       
21 Briscoe Mounds G           
22 Brown Barrens G        
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Scanned 
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Scanned 
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and  
Scanned 
OLR 
Identified in 
Schedule B 
Digitized 
23 Buffalo Rock D       
24 Bull Valley D E           
25 Burnham Greenway D E       
26 Burton Cave G       
27 Butterfield Trail G       
28 Cache River 4 7       
29 Calamus Lake D E       
30 Campbell Pond 1 4 X X     
31 Cape Bend A         
32 Carlyle Dam West Resort Area G       
33 Carlyle 4 8 10       
34 Castle Rock A F       
35 Cave-In-Rock A C       
36 Cecil E. Meeker G       
37 Cecil White Prairie G       
38 Cedar Glen A       
39 Cedar Lake Bog A D E       
40 Chain-O-Lakes 1 9       
41 Channahon G X  None    
42 Chauncey Marsh G       
43 Chestnut Hills G       
44 Chouteau Island F         
45 Clear Creek Wetland A       
46 Clifton 3 X  None    
47 Clinton Lake 7 9       
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and  
Scanned 
OLR 
Identified in 
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Digitized 
48 Coffeen Lake 8 9       
49 Coleta Ponds G       
50 Collier Limestone Glade A                                                                                            
51 Conservation World G       
52 Copperhead Hollow 10       
53 Crawford County A       
54 Cretaceous Hills A D E       
55 Crow's Foot A E          
56 Cypress Pond D       
57 Dean Hills D         
58 Deer Pond D       
59 Delabar A          
60 Denby Prairie E       
61 Des Plaines 9 X      
62 Des Plaines Game Propagation Center 8 X      
63 Devil's Island A F       
64 Devil's Prop G       
65 Dickson Mounds Museum D         
66 Dixon Springs A       
67 Donnelly 8       
68 Double "T" 7                                               
69 Dublin Highlands 3                                                       
70 Dunning Read G       
71 Eagle Creek D       
72 Eagles Landing A       
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Digitized 
73 Edward R. Madigan D       
74 Eldon Hazlett 9       
75 Ellison Creek A       
76 Elton E. Fawks Bald Eagle Refuge A E       
77 Emiquon 4       
78 Fall Creek Scenic Overlook A       
79 Ferne Clyffe A F       
80 Finfrock 2       
81 Flag Pond G       
82 Fogelpole Cave A E       
83 Foley Sand Prairie A       
84 Fort Edwards A       
85 Fort Massac 9       
86 Fox Ridge G       
87 Fox River A D       
88 Frank Holten B       
89 Franklin Creek A       
90 Freeman Mine E       
91 French Bluff A       
92 Friends Creek 2       
93 Finfrock 2       
94 Fults Hill Prairie D       
95 Funks Grove G       
96 Gebhard Woods G X  None    
97 Geissler Savanna G       
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98 George S. Park Memorial Woods A           
99 Giant City G       
100 Gibbons Creek Barrens A         
101 Gifford 3        
102 Gillespie Prairie E       
103 Ginther Farm G       
104 Golconda Marina A       
105 Goode's Woods E       
106 Goose Lake Prairie G X      
107 Gooseberry Island  A D E X      
108 Grandville Woods G       
109 Green River 1 8                                                 X X None    
110 Grigsby Marsh A       
111 Grub Hollow Prairie A       
112 Guthrie Cave D E       
113 Hallsville 3       
114 Hamilton County G       
115 Hanging Rock Sandstone Cliff A       
116 Hanover Bluff A       
117 Harlem Hills D       
118 Harper-Rector Woods G       
119 Harry "Babe" Woodyard D       
120 Havanna Field Headquarters G       
121 Hazel and Bill Rutherford's Wildlife Prairie Park G 
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122 Hegewisch Marsh 6         
123 Heidecke Lake Fish and Wildlife Area 9       
124 Henderson County A       
125 Henderson Creek 10       
126 Hennepin Canal A B F       
127 Hennepin-Hopper Lake 6 7       
128 Henry Allan Gleason D       
129 Heron Woods D                                                                                                    
130 Herschel Workman 3       
131 Hidden Springs D       
132 Hindsboro 2 3       
133 Hitts Siding Prairie A D X      
134 Horseshoe Lake - Alexander 1 8 9 X      
135 Horseshoe Lake – Madison G       
136 Hurricane Creek 2       
137 Illini 9       
138 Illinois and Michigan Canal A D       
139 Illinois Caverns A E           
140 Illinois River Biological Station G       
141 Iris and Jack Witkowsky A       
142 Iroquois County 8 X      
143 Iroquois Woods D E X      
144 Jack C. Pershchbacher Service Center D       
145 Jackson Slough Woods A       
146 Jake Wolf Memorial Fish Hatchery 9       
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147 James "Pate" Phillip D                                                                                                    
148 James H. Helfrich Game Propagation Center 8 
      
149 Jim Edgar Panther Creek C F       
150 Johnson-Sauk Trail 9       
151 Jubilee College F       
152 Julius J. Knobloch Woods G       
153 Kankakee River 9       
154 Kaskaskia River 1 7 8 9 X X     
155 Kickapoo 9       
156 Kidd Lake Marsh 7       
157 Kilbuck Creek G       
158 Kinkaid Lake 9        
159 Kishwaukee River G       
160 Lake Como A       
161 Lake DePue 4       
162 Lake in the Hills Fen D E       
163 Lake Le-Aqua-Na 9       
164 Lake Murphysboro 9       
165 Lake Renwick Heron Rookery D       
166 LaSalle Fish Hatchery D       
167 LaSalle Lake 9 10       
168 Lincoln Trail 9       
169 Lincoln Trail Homestead 9       
170 Little Grassy Fish Hatchery 9       
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171 Little Rock Creek 2        
172 Loda G       
173 Long Branch Sand Prairie A       
174 Long Run Seep D       
175 Lovet’s Pond A       
176 Lowden A       
177 Lowden-Miller A F       
178 Lower Fox River - Blake's Landing A D       
179 Lusk Creek Canyon A       
180 Mackinaw River 8       
181 Manito 3       
182 Manito Prairie G       
183 Margaret Guzy Pothole Wetlands E       
184 Marissa Woods G       
185 Marseilles D E         
186 Marshall 1 7 8                                                    
187 Mason State Tree Nursery D          
188 Massasauga Prairie G       
189 Matanzas Prairie A       
190 Matthiessen D       
191 Mautino E       
192 Max and Edward Rowe A       
193 Maytown 3       
194 Mazonia-Braidwood 8 X      
195 McClure School Shale Glades A E       
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196 McMaster Woods A       
197 Meredosia Hill Prairie G       
198 Meredosia Lake A       
199 Mermet 1 8 X      
200 Meyers Landing G       
201 Middle Fork G       
202 Milk's Grove 2 X  None    
203 Miller-Shrub Swamp G       
204 Miller-Anderson Woods A D       
205 Millhurst Dam A D       
206 Millhurst Fen A D       
207 Milroad Marsh 4       
208 Mine Rescue Station G       
209 Mineral Marsh G       
210 Mississippi Palisades 9       
211 Mississippi River 2 4 5 7 8       
212 Mississippi River Sand Hills A       
213 Mitchell's Grove D E       
214 Modoc Shelter G       
215 Momence Wetlands 9 X      
216 Montebello A       
217 Moraine Hills 2 9       
218 Moraine View 2 9 10       
219 Morris Wetland Mitigation Site G       
220 Morrison-Rockwood 9       
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221 Mt. Vernon Game Propagation Center 8       
222 Nachusa Prairie A       
223 Nauvoo A       
224 Newton Lake 8 9       
225 North Point Marina A C       
226 Oakford G       
227 Old Plank Road D X      
228 Palatine Road Marsh E       
229 Peabody River King 8 X      
230 Pecumsaugan Creek/Blackball Mines D             
231 Pekin Lake A       
232 Peoria Salvation Army Woods A       
233 Perdueville 3       
234 Pere Marquette 9       
235 Piatt County Unit G       
236 Pine Rock G       
237 Piney Creek Ravine A       
238 Powerton Lake A       
239 Prairie Bluff D       
240 Prairie Ridge – Jasper 11       
241 Prairie Ridge – Marion 11       
242 Prairie State Eagle Refuge A       
243 Primm's Pond A       
244 Prophetstown A       
245 Putnam County A D       
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246 Pyramid 9       
247 Rail Splitter E       
248 Rall Woods A       
249 Ramsey Lake D       
250 Randolph County 9       
251 Ray Norbut 2 8       
252 Red Hills 9       
253 Redwing Slough 11       
254 Reed Wildlife A       
255 Region V Headquarters D       
256 Rend Lake 8 9       
257 Revis Hill Prairie G       
258 Rice Lake 1 8 X  X    
259 Rock Cave D       
260 Rock Cut 9       
261 Rock Island Trail A       
262 Rockton Bog D       
263 Sahara Woods D       
264 Saline County 9       
265 Sam and Florence Atkinson Forest A       
266 Sam Dale Lake 1                                                    X      
267 Sam Parr 9       
268 Sand Prairie 3       
269 Sand Prairie-Scrub Oak A       
270 Sand Ridge 2       
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271 Sandy Ford D E       
272 Sangamon River 2       
273 Sanganois 1 7 8       
274 Sangchris Lake 2 3 4 9       
275 Saybrook 3       
276 Schmoeger Park Buffer A       
277 Shabonna Lake 1 9 X X     
278 Shelbyville 8 9       
279 Shick Shack Sand Pond G       
280 Sibley G       
281 Sielbeck Forest A D       
282 Siloam Springs 9 10       
283 Silver Springs A D       
284 Sipple Slough Woods G       
285 Skinner Farm A       
286 Snakeden Hollow 8       
287 South Shore D       
288 Southern Illinois Artisan Shop and Visitor's Center D 
      
289 Sparks Pond D       
290 Spitler Woods D       
291 Spoon River G       
292 Spring Bay Fen A       
293 Spring Grove Fish Hatchery D       
294 Spring Lake 7 8 9       
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295 Springfield IDNR Service Buildings G       
296 Starved Rock 9       
297 Stemler Cave Woods E       
298 Stephen A. Forbes 1 9                                                        
299 Steward 3                                                          X X X    
300 Stiritz Landing G       
301 Sunbury Railroad Prairie D       
302 Swayne Hollow A       
303 Tapley Woods A       
304 Ten Mile Creek 8       
305 Thomson-Fulton Sand Prairie A       
306 Thorn Creek Woods D E         
307 Trail of Tears A E F       
308 Tunnel Hill D       
309 Turkey Bluffs 1                                                                               X      
310 Union County 1 8       
311 Union State Tree Nursery G       
312 Veteran's Parkway Mitigation Site G       
313 Victoria 3       
314 Volo Bog A D E       
315 Wagon Lake       
316 Walnut Point 9 10       
317 Ward's Grove G       
318 Washington County 9       
319 Wayne Fitzgerall State Park 9       
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320 Weinberg-King A F       
321 Weldon Springs D       
322 White Pines Forest A       
323 Whitefield  3       
324 Wildcat Hollow 2       
325 William G. Stratton 9 X  None    
326 William W. Powers C D       
327 Willow Creek 2       
328 Wilmington Shrub Prairie A D X      
329 Wise Ridge Bedrock Trail G       
330 Wolf Creek D       
331 Wolf Road Prairie D                                                                                                     
332 Woodford 8       
333 World Shooting Complex 9       
334 Yorkville Prairie A D       
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Priority Ranking of Federal Interest Sites 
1 IDNR Lands with Federal Interest (PR/DJ) 
2 Illinois Habitat Fund 
3 State Pheasant Fund 
4 State Migratory Waterfowl Stamp Fund 
5 State Furbearer Fund 
6 Non-DNR owned Lands with Federal Interest (Land Rights) 
7 IDNR Lands with Federal Interest - (NAWCA)  
8 100% Wildlife and Fish Eligible Sites 
9 Lake Developments and Major Construction Project (Boat Access) with Federal Participation (DJ only) 
10 Hunter Heritage Funds 
11 Land and Water Conservation Fund (LAWCON) 
 
Priority Ranking of Remaining State Sites 
A Sites within the 31 Conservation Opportunity Areas (COAs) 
B Sites which are highly used by the public (over 1 million people annually – 2007 LWR) 
C Sites which are highly used by the public (over 500,000 people annually – 2007 LWR) 
D  Sites adjacent too or near already completed Federal Interest sites 
E  Satellite or Principle sites of already completed sites  
F Large sites based on LWR Acreage (> 2000 acres) 
G  Remaining state sites 
